
THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY, 4 H.L.Rev. Pl93, Samuel D. Warren and 
Louis B. Brandeis, December 1890. 

The principle that an inaivi~al individual shall have full 

protection in person and in property is as old as the connnon 

law. But from time to time it has been found necessary to 

define anew the exact nature and extent of such protection. 

In very early times the law gave a remedy only for physical 

interference with life and property so that the law protected 

only from battery inits various forms. Liberty meant free-

dom from a·ctual restraint, and the right to property secured 

to the individual his lands and his cattle. Later, tho, there 

came a recognition of man's spiritual nature so that there 

has gradually been a broadening of these rights so that now 

the right to life has come to mean the right to enjoy life--
the right to be let alone. Thus from protection against 

actual bodily injury the right was extended to prhhibit 

attempts to do such injury; it encompassed a protection 

against offensive noises and odors denominating the law of 

nuisance; slander was developed along with libel; alienation 

of affections; in the case of seduction the law hesitated 

and developed the fiction of loss of services.; from corporal 

rights arose the incorpor~al rights issuing out of it and 

the wide area of products and process of the mind, trade 

secrets, trade marks, etc. 

f~~ " "For 

r afford 

years there has been a feeling that the law must 

some remedy for the unauthorized circulation of 

t 
'l ,., . 
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private persons; ·and the evil of the invasion of privacy by 

the newspapers, long ~felt ha.4~been but recently dis-

cussed by an able writer • ..LGoddkit)/ •• ~~ the desirability 

-indeed of the necessatyAof some such protection, there can, 

it is believed, be no doubt. The press is overstepping H in 

every direction the obvious bounds of propriety and of 

decendy. Gossip is no longer the resource of the idle and of 

the vicious but has becom~ a trade, which is pursued with 

industry as well as effrontery.. To satisfy a prurient taste 

the details of seEUal relation are spread broadcas-t"--n the 

colunfs of the daily papers. To occupy the indolent columJ4tf ~ 
I 

on column is filled with idle gossil)which can only be pro-

cured by intrusion upon the domestic circle. The intensity 

and complexity of life, attendant upon advancing civiliza-

tion, ha~endered necessary some retreat from the world, 

and man, under the refining H influence of culture, has ~ 
A'T ' (~ -<'· ~-~ ............. 

become more sensitive to publicity4 ... In this, as in other 

branches of commerce the supply creates the demand. Each 

crop of unseemly gossip thus harvested, becomes the seed of 
/ 

more,xxxxx and, i'?fiirect proportion to its circulation, re= 

sults in a lowering of social standards and of morality. Even 

g-0ssip apparently harmless, when widely and persistently 

/ 
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circulated, is potent for evil. It both belittles and 

perverts." 

And it is the purpose of this article to determine whether 

existing law affords a principle which can be invoked to 

protect the privacy of the individual. 

Defamation rests upon material considerations. Injury of 

feeling can be compensated upon the parasitic basis. But an 

examination of all of the cases pertaining to an appropriateion 

of private writings, publications, etd. demonstrates that in 

reality they are protected not on the principle of private 

property but on that of an inviolate personality. Once it is 

recognized as a right entitled to legal protection the in-

terposition of the courts cannot depend onthe particular 

nature of the resulting injury. 

Thus the existing law affords a principle which may be 

invoKed to protect the privacy of the indivual from invasion 

by the press xi by a photographer etc. It should be stated 

that there are cases where the action has been sustained upon 

a so called breach of trust or confidence. And here the cases 

are listed including the Pollard case. And also on violation of 

contract. Also on the law of trade secrets. But still a our 

col1&lusion is that the right protected is not property unless 
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that word be used in an extended and unusual sense. The right is 

~ /r-.t -rr 
I privacy/anc the law has no new principle to formulate . when it 

extends this protection to the personal appearance sayi~ 'acts, 

and to personal relationp, domestic or otherwise. '~213. ;e 

~pplication of an existing principle to a new state of facts is 

1
not judicial legislation. To call it such is to assert that the 

I existing body of law consists practically of the statutes and 

the cited cases and to deny that the principles (of which 2ks.ex 

these cases are ordinarily said to be evidenc~exist at all. 

It is not the application of an existing principle to new cases, 

but the introduction of a new principle) which is properly 

tenned judicial legislation. 

"But even the fact that a certain decision would involve 

judicial legaslation should not be taken as conclusive 

against the pxap:ex propriety of making it. This power has been 

constantly exercised by our judges, when applying to a new 

subject principles of private justice, moral fitness, and 

public convenience. Indeed, the elasticity of our law, its 

~dapability to new conditions, the capacity for growth, 

which has enabled it to mreet the wants of an everchanging 

__ society and to apply immediate relief for every recognized 

vJ ~~ 
~ 
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wrong, have been its greatest boast''. 

There remains then an exploration of the lim:its of the right 

of privacy{/;. It does not prohibit any publication of matter of 

public or general interest. (~ it does not prohibit its use 

when under the law slander and libel it would constitute 

a privileged connnunication, viz in a law court. ( 3}it probably 

does not extend to oral publications.f 4). it a ceases upon 

publication by the individual or with his consent. (S)the 

ff 'J-l truth of the ~k published matter does not afford a defense, 

since it is not concerned with injury to the individuals 

character. (6J the absence of malice does not afford a defense. 

The remedies suggested.
1
rEven in the absence of special damages 

substantial compensation could be allowed ~ 11 
/'• )../ f 



AN OUTLINE OF 48 COL. LAW REV. PAGE 713 "RECENT J>~Y~~OPMENTS IN 
THE LAW OF PRIVACY" BY WILFRED XXHK FEINBERG.~,_.._,~ 

JL , ~JI;, ,V """ ~ 
~~~ SiUb~ 1937 nine more states have recognized the common 

~~l~w right and 3 others have equivocated. 

t/O The cases show that in addition to the interest in 

~r "privacy" as ordinarily understood at east 3 separate 

interests ected: interest i~e's life histor 

interest in one's likeness, and interest in name. -
Not all actions for invasions of life history will be 

maintainable. The 2 questions are has the public any 

legitimate interest in the p·rivate life of this P and 

secondly, if so, how far into his life does this interest 

d 
extend? Sidis says that there wa a legitimate public 

( 'PJ ? . I- hA . I 

interest and thatAits bounds were not exceeded~ Casson 

v. Baskin(~ays t something different and look ~t JT's note 

on that. The appropriation of the life history for per-

sonal use makes out a stronger case. It has been said that 

only appropriation for connnercial use is actionable, as .::.._--=...=----=----

said Dean Green in his article in 27 Ill. ----
requires further definition. On the one hand publication 

in a for prof it magazine is connnercial use ye 

sue¥. Similarly is Drew Pearson's column as illustrated 

in the Elmhurst case. And that was the court's conclusion 

in Koussevitsky against Allen et al.188 Misc.479,68N~S2d779. (1947) 
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which involved a semi fictionalized biography. On the other 

hand a comic strip based upon the life of a living child 

was deemed such w.xag wrongful appxxaxappxax appropriation, 

Maloney v. Boy Comics Publishers, Inc., 188 Misc.450, 65 

NYS2d 173 (1946). It is probably necessary to appraise the 

quality of the medium of communication, with a flexibility 

in such appraisal. Thus the Mau case and its favorable 
·ti , ~ ~h~ 

decision becomes understandable.~ - (Jr'~ 

Interest in likeness is a 2nd right which is protected. 

Flake, Harlow (Pa) , O'Brien (F2d), Barber-vs- Time, Inc. 

are all illustrative: f _J , ., 
privacy ~/Yi .. 

Interest in iRmH is the 3rd such right. Illustrated 

by McDaniels v. Atlantic Coca Cola bottling company, 60 

Geo App 92 , 2SE2d 810 (1939), Barber v. Time and the Metter 

case. 

On the matter of waiver there is nruch confusion. The 

simple way to handle it would be to throw out such concept 

entirely. Can it be said that either Mrs. Metter or her 

husband did any waiving when she jumped from her window 

or that Mary Martin did any waiving or that O'Brien the All 

American foot ball man did. 
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On whether relatives can sue: The tter case mentions 

that it is such a suit "and describes it as what had been 

denominated a "relational right" of privacy, a right to be 

spared unhappiness thru publicity concerning another person 

because of one's relationship to such person (p495 Pac.Rep) 

It has also been suggested that the injury in a case such as 

this is to the relation of husband and wife (See Dean gxenxs 

Green's article Note 34 at page 254). A clearer illustra-

tion of the husband's rights is disclosed in Clayman v. 

Bernstein, 38 Pa D and C 543, 549 (CP#5 Phil.County 1940) 

where a physician was ordered to surrender photos of a female 

patient or to destroy them showing the effects of her illness 

and which photos had been taken without her permission. On the 

objection that the husband had no cause of action of his own 

the court said "when a husband and wife are living together 

aassae an act of this nature necessarily injures the other 

spouse. The result of invasion, the mental stress, and 

embarrassment and humiliation, clearly indicates that the 

damage is not visited upon only one". 



inn ri csn Jurisprudence - my loo 1''" ' t it. 

Sec. 2 "the riglit of ri vocy is concisely defi 'led n.s tr e r rsht 

t to be let alone ~r.nts v. •
1 organ , 221 Ky. 765, 290 s. . AStePn, 

I 

: i::k:t'H! 9 6 7 ; 8 l'bGr v. T;_me; ollom.£-tn v. Life Ins. Co . of Va., 192 

SC 454, 7 SE 2d 169._J It hHS ·1lso been defined as a r irr,h t of 

a pi::n·son to be froo fr an unwar·r·1nted public.i_ty L rent's & -:oll

oman _1 nnd ns thA -right to live vitho 11t unwnY'l"lntAd intcrf0rence 

by the public in rintt ;rs 1-n w11i ch thr-:i nublic is ~1ot neccs i~ ri ly 

concerned. _l:-rent's c·~seJ.It is ·~ y1.r9nt thnt those definj tions 

r 1
, couched in thP. most genern.l terms. Inde8d, the di v(-n•;-1 it. of 

the cases in wh-i. ~i1 t-1~ r· ]gl1t of pr ivacy has been a .pplied ·1nd tie 

re la ti ve ly undeveloped s tn te of t110 law on the sub .i ec t MH1re it 

a·· fr'icult or ir1pO ss; ble to fo1 .. mul ·:ite ·1 1)rf.::ci s0 definition. !_- ere 

is a footnote th11t SPYS t11·1t it might bo c3uDposcd to be H cntch 

all biking C' l ·e of the outer fring, s of tort [ nd contractual l"h-

bility. To• evor there is pnrvnding element cornmon to a 11 the 

ct::is es of outrfaging one's feclinrss by depriving h.i:rri of the 

pr·iv:,cy etc._1 to·.~e ver, nn :inulysi.s of the , uthories on thP, 

subjAct suggests the f'ollm~inf ns ·1 fairly comprahensivo defin-

. ition of Yhft c nstitutes '1n tct·onnble inv·sion of t11G right cf 

priv·1cy: (_1 ere folloi~S tr"'t: Q1Jote ~sit '1Jpvr·s i.n rriy photostntJ. 

/ 
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i .. u Ti' f"'uppl:,1 e '1t 052 

Thook at the card,a yellow one, giving the ce ·tt-1 n prfftbiminary facts 
I 

'4he magazine got these pictures frorn Vorld V'Jj_de Photss!nc. wl-:iich 

in t'tll.1nn Jot them fromthe Assoc. Pr ss,. hich got them from the Pitssburgh 

newspn.pe1 with which there is news and photograph sharing arrangements. 

It was p1 t)lished tn Front Pn.ge ~REtRDetective in a -story entitled "Meart Break 

01Jse tt. Plaintiffs contend that the m::igazine Front Page Dective is pub-

lished principly for enter·rh'tiwnent pur·poses and is not primarily inform d 

the read\ng public , nd it is devoted primarily to <ri.r11e XX3X~ stori.e s. The 

Jan. issqe contains J3 full length stordes dealing -principally with homicides 

of one kind or another and for pie ture stories of ,, ich ~eurt Break !louse 

is one. I This pictur ,; sdrnry is contn..ined 'on a single prige. In addition to 

pictur·es of the Jenkins family there are pd trues of the dece'lsec.tl, of his 

assailanls, of fl 

each pie ur0 ~n·e 

of ~mo the r vi c ti rn o f th c :-mg. Ad .i oi ning 

th0 true names of 'MeR.ch person therein. The factma l a cco1mt 

is less than 150 rnrds. The individw 1 P's a 1"e not mentioned b .r nc me or as 

in th:Ls uccount. The D argues that while the general puropose of t 

maga z.i ne is ente:rtminment, th is particular i ten was nows princip· lly to info11m 

tt.e publ" c. P's N:ply was t r. ·1t it 'vHs entertainment. . enn. law governs ~ nc 

this is he place of the wrong. Levertone case; Re stat ent of Uonf'li<?tres 

Secs. 377 & 378. In Schnabel v. lJierndith 1954, 37e Pa. 609, 10? 

ly. ut it has beco ne increasingly 
........... 

~ 

Pa. a cause of acti ,n to potect the Rivht. See Unifor n :adozi 

Single Public~tions · ct 1953 in pg• •nd a footnote to the Leve'~~v 

. {f~ 
~ 
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955Y The right of privacy is tho r ght to be i:eci :t let 

lone . In formul, ting rules of lir-3lb1lity, hovever , this right , 
Tl 

in certain circumst~lnces, is 11 ov6r.1balenced by the generol public 

interest in being kept informed" . Leve1•tonm: v . Curtis Pub . Co ., 

Supra, 1~2 F 2d 976 . Of co11rse, the freedom to p11bl$sh news 

I is sub,iect to cer·tain limitations. Restatement, Torts Sec. ~67 , 

I CO!!l"llBnt (a) • . 

"This record does not disclose th, t defondant has exceeded 
the killin~ of 

it s pr iv i 1 e g e 111 p ul.., 1 i sh i nt., tr1 e n evv s of/ J ~ r • J ·m kins . I t did not 

unre· som bly or seriously interf, re i th 

having t he fn'Tiily pictnre exhibited to the public . Consequently 

the case should not be submitted to jury . 
xxxxxxx 

"Had the picture a1~J&r§m~~UiJXKxfx ~~(S~~!§i~~xacc ompani ,d a 

fnlse , fictionalized or dramatized account of the event or 

of the fnmilyor any member thereof , summary .1udgment shcAd 

be refused . s e: azlitt v. Fawcett ~ublns . Inc .,D. c . Conn . 

1953 1 116 . Supp . 53~ , Garner v, Triangle Publns ., Inc .,D. C . S.D . N.Y . 

1951 , 97 F . Supp . 546;Mau v . Rio Grande Oil, D?C . S . D. Calif . 

1939 1 2~F . Supp . ~45 . Rut as indicated in the cited cases , ~hen 

plaintifffs do not assertthat the event has been falsely , 

unf'lirly or unr·easonably reported R.nd "Picture Storyrrappears on 

its face to be confined to nn "unebroiderd dissemination of 

facts" , summary judgment should be granted , See also , Samuel 

v . Curtis Pub . Co .,D. C . N. D. Calif . 1954 , 122F . Supp . 327,where 

su nmar·y judgment was enterd when it appeared as it does here 

~ that there is nothiing uncomplimentary or discre £ itable to 
i 

plaintiffs in the pictur itselfnor do.s the caption and 

accompanying article ndd anytning to rn:~ke it uncomplimontnry 

or· d iscredi table . 



"In a.;di tion to being newsworthy, the Ps, thru the widow,· 

agr ,ed what the pie tures of the family should ,, a p·irt of the 

news; they consented to become actors in an occurrence of 

public interest; they voluntRrily att&ched the~selves pictor-

in.lly to this news it-:m. It is true that plnintiffs did not con-
t- pn rticuln.r 
I sent to republ:i. c~3.tinn of this/fsmily picture by defondnnt 3 months 

h ter, but the privilege to JU lish f)ictures in connection ,Ni th 

news is not lost after x~x this lrrpse of time. Levertonft v. 

l Curtis X]u:xl~x Pub li shinp; Co., supra; Bsti 11 v. "tearst Publishing 

C o • , 7 C i r • , 19 51, 1 3 6 F 2d 101 7 ; .1e r ns t ei n v • N' t i o nal . ro n d casting 

Co., D.C.D.C. 19f>5, 189 F Supo;l7. 

"This 1s not like the cnses of 1Jblic figures 1i hose 

pi.ctures r1r•e exploited, without t fi eir o:nnsent, in movinf~ 

pict.urer or in advertiserrients. either is it like the cases 

\ 1vhere newsworthy events r nd 'lCCompanying pict 1res are di started, 

fiEti~NaiizRQ fictionized, garnished, ridicules or falsified in 

t re publication. 11 

cc 1'l 

l 
~r/1- ~ 

~Jo- YL~~ ~ 64 d~--~~· 
µ~~· l;, 7~·~~36 
/~-Zv:~~ 
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DONAHUE -vs- WARNER BROS. PICTURES 194 F2d 6 {10th Cir.,Utah, 
1952) 

The heirs of Jack Donahue sued in Utah State court 

for D's motion picture depicting the career and using 

the name of Jack as the leading male star, that in part 

true and in many parts wholly untrue and without factual 

basis, without consent, exhibited in Utah and throughout 

U.S. for trade purposes, p's annoyed, humiliated and 

mentally suffering and they want actual damages of $200,000, 

exemplary of $150,000 and an injunction to restrain the 

further showing. D transferred it to Federal Court. There 

P further alleged that Jack was a great entertainer and 

that his widow the P had prepared a manuscript ffeortraying 

Jack's true life which now had become valueless. Utah's 

invasion of right of privacy statute covers also depicting 

a dead person and gives a right to his heirs. 

The Right may be defined as the Right of the 

ordinary person to enjoy life without his name or life 

being exploited for commercial purposes by the use of his 

name or the publication or portrayal of his picture or 

career on the moving picture screen, in the press, in 

periodicals, in hand bills, in circulars, etc. or in other 
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like manner unless his consent is first obtained. It 

is sometimes referred to as the Right to be left alone 

and was first presented in the W and B article. An 

early case on it was the Schuyler case (carded).Schuyler 

case held for D on that statue deal. Roberson was for D 

and followed by the enactment of the NY Right statute. 

With the history of such enactment discussed in Rhodes 

-vs- Sperry and Hutchison Co. The legislature 

modeled after NY but did not stop there, and specifically 

that heirs shall have right to revovery and right to 

injunction and specifically parallelled the rights of 

the living person suing and the right of a living suing 

for a dead. 

The statute "should be given a liberal rather than 

a narrow construction. It should be construed liberally 

in the light of the legislative intent and purpose, not 

in a narrow manner which would tend to proscribe 

achievement of the desired legislative objective." Citing 

Sarat (NY); Jackson -vs- Consumer Publications, 169 Misc. 

1022, 10 NYS 2d 691; CF Castle v. Delta Land and Water Co., 

58 Utah 137, 197 P 584. 
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A statute purporting to forbid publication in the 

press or elsewherex of matters essentially educational 

or informative in character or undertaking to prohibit 

the use of matters of that kind. A motion picture would 

immediately suggest its own infirmity. So also if it 

sought to prevent publication of current news the 

recounting or portrayal of actual events and so forth. 

But the instant statute instead is confined to appropria

tion of the name or personality for the purposes of 

trade or for advertising and it is limited to such 

exploitation. Binns case (NY); Humiston -vs- Universal 

Film Mfg. Co., 189 App.Div.476, 178 NYS 752; Krieger 

-vs- Popular Publications, 167 Misc. 5, 3 NYS 2d 480. 

The motion for summary judgment admitted all 

matters well pleaded insuch complaint. The allegation 

re: such motion picture was as to something designed 

primarily to entertain and amuse an audience desiring 

entertainment and willing to pay for it and does not 

constitute the publication of information and educa

tional matter or the dissemination of news or the 

~ recounting of actual events. Binns case; Humiston case; 
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Krieger case. A picture within the meaning of the Utah 

statute means any representation of the person altho 

not a likeness. Binns case. 

"The statute was not intended to protect in un-

diminished degree the privacy of a public figure. By 

becoming a public figure, one may relinquish in part 

the right of privacy which would be his under other 

circumstances ••• /-citing Sidis_/ ••• The right 

may be waived completely or only in part. It may be 

waived for one purpose, and still be asserted for 

another. But the existence of the waiver carries with 

it the right to invade the right of privacy of the 

individual only to the extent legitimately necessary 

and proper in dealing with the matter which gave rise 

to the waiver. The question whether a person is a public 

figure and therefore has waived in part his right of 

privacy may rest upon various and variable facts and 

circumstances. And no rule of thumb has been evolved 

for its easy solution in all cases. ..• /-citing . -
Pavesich/ • • • " Koussevitzky -vs- Allen, Towne & 

Heath, 188 Msc.479,68 NYS 2d, 779. 
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(pl3) " ... appellees content in substance that if 

the statute be construed as broad enough to prohibit 

the portrayal of a deceased public figure it would con

stitute an unreasonable restraint upon the guaranteed 

freedoms of speech and press. • lhlxH But tx it does 

nothing of the kind. It is content to forbid the 

appropriation of the name, picture, or personality of 

an individual for connnercial purposes, or for purposes 

of trade as distinguished from the publication of 

matters educational or informative or purely biographical 

in kind or the dissemination of news in the form of a 

newsreel or otherwise. And the constitutdonal guarantee 

of free speech and free press in its full sweep does not 

undertake to create an inviolate asylum for unbridaled 

appropriation or exploitation of the name, picture, or 

personality of a deceased public figure for purely 

connnercial purposes, or solely for purposes of trade, 

with the state powerless to enact appropriate forbidding 

or remedial legislation." 

Wh:lle under the law of Cal. the heirs of a deceased 

person cannot maintain in the courts of that state an 
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action of this kind for the violation of the right of 

privacy of their deceased kinsman (Metter -vs- L. A. 

Examiner, 35 Cal. App 2d 304, 95 P 2d 491, the action 

was based here on Utah and was and is maintainable 

even though there had also been a showing, if prior, 

in California. 

Concurring opinion. A statute prohibiting free 

discussion of public figures with respect to public 

activities would offend the right of free speech and 

by analogy such statute with respect to a lowly or 

obscure person would by the same token be invalid. 

The difference is one of degree only as to what con-

stitutes legitimate news and information. Obviously 

a greater lattitude of discussion is permissable with 

regard to famous characters. But whether the rule is 

applied to public or ordinary persons the yard stick of 

measurement is the same. Thete st in every case is 

whether the publication is legitimate news or informa-

tion within the scope and field of activities of the 

individual. The Utah statute applies without limita
and 

tion/with equal effect to the most famous as well as 

the most obscure. Under it one may not violate the Right 
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of the public figure any more than of a ordinary. The 

eest laid down by the NY courts has been whether the 

article or publication was primarily historical for 

the education or info of the public or primarily fie-

tional for entertainment and amusement. Binns; Sarat; 

Krieger; Koussevitzky. " ••• if fictional, it constitutes 

a violation thereof, and while not so specifically 

stated in any of the opinions, because in every 

instance the case dealt with a public figure, I think 

the statement is warranted that if the article is 

fictional, it is a violation under the statute of the 

rights of public figures and of private persons alike. 

The same yardstick of measurement is to be applied in 

• II every instance, . • . 

Dissenting opinion by 2 judges. The word "trade" 

in the statute denotes barter, purchase or sale of 

goods, that is, advertising, and does not include a 

movie. The Koussevitzky case was a suit by the 

orchestra conductor for the publication of a book iR 

in which flattering appxxa appraisals vied with 

critical observations and in which further truthful 
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material was counterposed by fictional anecdotes. The 

holding was that the book did not come within the ban 

of the statute on a basis of the kaakRx books not being 

repugnant to one's sense of decency or that it is out 

of the realm of the legitimate dissemination of 

information on a subject of general interest. The 

Binns case a dramatisation of the first time that 

wireless was used to save a ship at sea was the subject 

of a law suit by the telegraph operator whose name was 

reproduced several times in that movie and the NY court 

held that it was within the proscription of the statute. 

The 2 cases, says Utah dissent, are not in conflict. ~The 

US Supreme Court has held a couple of times that movies 

come within the constitutional guarantees and we say 

that altho there is some fiction in the Donahue movie 

it is not proscribed by the Utah statute by the enoquious 

departure from truth. If Donahue picture is illegal so 

XR are the moviev re: xxxatt)~raeli and xHg Judge Holmes 

and Florence Nightengale and Abraham Lincoln. MotionR 

picture theatres are of course operated for a profit. 
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But so are newspapers, and the profit motive does not take 

the publication out of the approved classification. 

Here follows a discussion of conflicting jurisdictions 

for the incidence of the Right. And conclusion was that 

feelings were hurt in California so that the action 

there accrued. 



i 



... _ ~ .... 
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39 Mich Law Rev.-P526,-Nizer, "The Right of P, a Half Centli.rj;'s 
Developments" 

P.554: In 1935 NY enacted its statute, NYJdecedent 

rstate taw (Mc Kinney) (1939) sec.119 "No cause of action 

for injury to perxon or property shall be lost because of 

the death of the person in whose favor the £aS112 cause of 

action existed." And while this statute has not yet (1941) 

been construed with referenee to the right of privacy, it 

is fiif ficult to see how the NY courts in the light of its 

clear provisions could adhere to their former rule that 

such a cause of actiondoes not survive the death of the 

injured party. 

,// 
rhe doctrine that personal rights died with the person 

is unfortunate and unsound. It has long been recognized by 

legal scholars that the concept of property rights is merely 

a group of individual or personal pererogatives that is personal 

rights with reference to certain physical things. If property 

rights survive why should not the larger body of personal 

rights also survive. A cause of action is an asset, )fniversally 

recognized as sue~ during one's lifetime. It should not be lost 

on death. 
I 

"On the question of whether o~not the name and pie 

ture of a deceased person should be protected, recent 

J . 
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decisions have flatly repudiated the early cases which held 

that the right of privacy was a 'right of the living and not 

of the dead~ ~chuyler cas§J It should be noted that no age-

old corrnnon law doctrine-such as the maxim that personal 

actions die with the personOwas responsible for the former 

rule. In declaring that the privacy of living persons might 

be protected by law, the courts, on the same reasoning could 

just as easily ER have held that similar use of a deceased 

person's name and picture is actionable. 

" The Utah statute rejects the corrnnon law rule 

entirely and provides that the written p:em permission of the 

heirs or representatives of a deceased person is as necessary 

as the written permission of a living person. 

" The more recent judicial opinions in other stat~ has 

been in accord with thisl~:overy has kaaxa been allowed 

where the defendant published, without permission of the 

parents, photographs of the bodies of deformed children who 

had died in infancy .Lihe Ky case of Douglas -vs- Stokes; the 

Geo. case of Bazmore; but in the Metter case they turned down 

the widower on the picture of his wife who had ~~ just been 

a suicide ai£ka that decision held against such right but 
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could very well have gone on privile~ These cases, however, 

do not stand for the proposition that dead people have a 

right of privaJy or any such esoteric doctrine. To state that 

only the right of the living and not of the dead is recognized, 

is to misconstrue theproblem. The fact is that the privacy 

of the living, in a very real sense, is involved. It cannot 

be doubted thqt photo~the bodies of deformed children 

call attention to the parents and invade their right to be 

let alone. A sensitive person, desiring seclusion ands free-

dom from the curious comment of the crowd, would be as 

easily wounded by an article commenting unnecessarily on 

his deceased children as he would by a similar article con-

cerning himself. 

"The law has progressed from protect<ion of the physical 

person to protection of reputation and XHHKiEitikiEes 
transition 

sensibilities. It is no greater EXaHxgxexxim1 from the 

protection of a dead body to ~protection of the reputation 

and memory of a departed relative. Nor are the sensibilities 

of the living concerning their departed kin to be ignored. 
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Judicial recognizition of the fact that one's own privacy 

may be invaded by unauthorized use of the name o~picture 

of a deceased member of his family is a step forward in the 

historical p: tradition of the conunon lww." (PS54-556) 

~ ~ ......,,.... ~ ~ ~ V· /.. >•"-1:. ( >J<.e.., J ,,,,~ 

/17 

~ 1it;_ . 
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Once the right of privacy is recognized in its true light, its fut 
development will be simple. It gives expression to an ideal which c 
ceives of the individual as a unit not to be obliterated by society. Eve • 
one has a right to live his own life in quiet and solitude. Modesty 
reticence need not be sacrificed entirely to public clamor. N<.1 one o 
an obligation to permit others to profit by his mistakes or his succ 
One's home is his castle, and one's private life is a precious possesc:io 
which cannot be wrested from him. 

Carried to its ultimate extreme, this reasoning would lead to th 
destruction of social obligation. It is prevented from doing so by 
opposing ideal which is as firmly established in the law-the re~li
zation that man is a social animal and in order to exist peacea ly, he 
must give up a portion of himself in return for the mutual advantaget 
which fl.ow from communal existenAe. To guarantee liberty we ar 
called upon to surrender certain freedom of action. Consideration for 
others requires reciproctl concessions. There are times when the puhltc 
interest demands disclosure of one's activities and achievements. So 
society, as an entity, also has rights--which are frequently paramo n 
to the rights of the individual. 

The right of privacy is the chiJd of these two opposite ideals. Like 
'very new rule of law, it sprang from the spark struck off by clashin 
principles. With gradual adjustment of the weight given to these 
forces, a balance of values will be achieved and the right of p;iv.\cy 
will reach its full stature as a mature expression of one phase of m:m's 
relationship to his fellow-men. 



THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY, 27 Ill.L.Rev. 237, Dean Leon Green, 1932. 

He recognizes that the so called privacy cases encompass 

than the classic Roberson situation and he says 

that the privacy e infringement is one of alist of 7 different 
(.., 

invasions he prepares of interes~ of personality. Thu~ the 

picture publishing cases he lists under one of these invasions 

'{ \.i which he calls likeness j and in that connection he lists cases 
-A 
~· · which have held that SHER pictures of the dead are not action-

abl}' ftparently on a theory that the defamation is of the 

dead person himself and that this defamation action does not 

provide. The cases are listed on P247. 

/ L // A 1 1 · h · · h . 1 . . th ~~ c ose re ative as an interest in is re ation wi one 

of his family even after the latter's death, and this interest 

is protected against both physical vimlence and appropriation. It 

extends to the disposition and protection of the deceased's body. 

A member of the family, on the basis of such relation has an 

interest in attending the last funeral rites of another member. 

Some jurisdictions protect that interest even against the neg-

ligence of a telegraph company in delivering a "death" message. 

Most of the courts, mistaking the intent involved, have denied 

recovery on the basis that the injury to the personality was so 

r remote and mental suffering was so hard to measure in terms of ~ 

/)gr~ 
'/.(9 
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damages that no protection should be afforded in such cases. 

The relation involved is an extremely dear one. It is protected 
p y5 l 

in other aspects. It would not seem too extreme to give it 

protection at this point. Moreover, the assessment of damages 

is no more difficult here than in other situations. In fact, 

they have normally been reasonable and are fully justified as a 

preventive of such hurts, if on no other ground. Persons in 

charge of connnunication facilities should not go without penalty 

in dealing with messages affecting such highly regarded interests 

HXlf.H~X especially in view of the ease of administration. 

,f' All these cases involve very intimate relations. They are 

called personal, or private affairs in popular as well as in 

juristic parlance and it is easy to see how ~privacy~ cases 

involving interests of personality are confused with them. There 

are several excellent examples of this sort of confusion in recent 

cases. In DougAai' v. Stokes and Basemore y. Savan~ah Hos ital, 

the ~etivelyk took photographs of p~formed children 

and were intending H to use them for purposes of exhibition, and 

general publicity. The respective courts treated these cases aa 

~right or privacy~ cases, and also on a basis of violation of 

~ntract. There was a much better basis. The family relation, 
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even though the children were dead, was such that interference 

with it should ddmand a coutt's protection. Any appropriation 

on the part of d of a phase of the child's personality, to wit, 

the likeness represented by a photograph, was not an injury 

to the parents' personality, and of course there was no action 

of this sort s that survived the children. The injury was to the 

family relation of parent and child. That was the interest 
f _ (.. /J 4 
~the one of most value Such cases lose much of their H -

weight when classed as injuries to the emotion or feelings that 

is, harms to the personality of the parents. Out of the injury 
/ 

to the relation a all these incidental things arise, and 

become the basis for x:eE.a:eXJ: recovery." 



MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE IN THE LAW OF TORTS, 49 Harv. 
Law Rev. Page 1033 (May 1936) By Calvert Magruder 

The law does not pretend to value mental pain or anxiety 

or rather cannot value such and does not pretend to redress 

when the unlawful act complained of causes that alone. 

Juddcial control over the size of verdicts has been aeeem 

deemed a sufficient safeguard against abuse in cases where 

the p's essential grievance is of an intangible sentimental 

sort. Juries have been permitted !attitude in fixing damages 

in assault cases both as reparation to the P for the indignaty 

and as a deterrent to such breaches of the peace. Cases and 

examples given. Once there seemed to be a problem whether 

interest in mental and emotional peace should be accorded 

independent legal recognition. But now apparently a majority 

of the jurisdictions allow recovery in this type of case. 

See Bollen and Polikoff's article 32 Col. L.Rev.409 and also 

20 Mich. L.Rev. 497. The real problem is whether a physical 

injury can be found and it is now taken for granted that 

a neurotic injury or psychiatric injury is an adverse effect 

upon the body itself. 

There are the cases of the escaping truck causing 

..- nervous shock 



,.., . -

(MC GRUDER) I 
The famous generalization in a court case that mental 

pain does not and cannot yield damages when the unlawful act 

caused only such pain is not based upon any impossibility 

to assess damages. For juties frequently do just that. But 

the types of cases in which they do that is limited to 

certain listed deliberate acts of violence disturbance 

such as calling some woman a prostitute and chasing her 

out of a hotel in one case and other such stuff. 

This difficulty in assessing damages was once thought 

to encompass the socalled fright cases. Apparently now a 

majority of ~HKEi jurisdictions allow recovery in this type 

of case and they are listed here, that is the type of case 

where the illegal act of the defendant caused the P to be 

frightened and this in turn resulted in a physical harm such 

as a mental breakdown or death or whathave you. 

MC GRUDER ARTICLE INTERRUPTED 
BOOK WAS LEFT AT HOME 

McGruder is is spelled Magruder, Calvert. 

A 7th category of such cases is one where the p suffered 

a physical injury thru nervous shock induced by fear for the 

safety of another al~o endangered by the approaching truck. 

So.~v. Jackson, 146 Geo.243, 91 SE 28 (1916,Child); Bowman 

v.Williams, 164 Mylnd,397,165 Atlantic1182 (1933,Child); 

Hambrook v. Stokes Bros. 11 KBt41 (C.A.,1925,Child); Currie 
ti 

v. Wardrop, (1927,Sess.Cas.538,Fiance). 

I 
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shows ~concurren~f the two things ordinarily regarded as 

sufficient to give rise to a right of action, namely, a 

wrong or breach of duty owing to the P, and that thereby 

sustained such an injury as the law allows to be compensated 

for damages , certainly a suggestion that cognizance should 

not be taken of the injury complained of, merely because of 

the maxx manner of ERHXEBHfiiEEiBRXHHB its infliction, is 

not to be lightly adopted in theabsence of some definite 

reasons which the law deems good and sufficient saxs to sup-

port such a conclusion. Spearman v. Mccrary, 4 Ala.App.473, 
~ 

477, 58 So.927,929 (1912) In the Hambrook case the judge 

says that 'lritexkHx to hinge recovery on the speculative issue 

whether the parent was shocked through fear for hersemf or 

fear for her children "would be discreditable to any system 

of jurisprudence. "(Plsj) The judge further remarked that 

he didn't see why the duty should be confined to the case of 

parent or gHx guardian of the child and did not extend to 

other relations of life also involving intimate association 

and why it did not eventually extend to bystanders, the only 

difficulty being pxK to prove that of causation. 
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When the P is "out of the range of ordinary physical peril" 

and suffered shock and resulting illness from seeing someone 

else mangled by D's negligence the problem is quite different 

from that in the cases just cited where the D's negligence 

was a breech of a duty to P himself and where the only 

problem was the practical one whether such breach should be 

deemed approximate or responsible cause for the harm to the 

P traced out of the special way. And in Waube v. Warrington, 

216 Wisc.603, 258 NW 497 (1935), where the woman was 

looking out of her window and saw her child crossing the 

street, the highway, and killed by the negligence of the D 
died 

motorist and the shock was such that the mother/shortly 

thereafter. Held no liability for wrongful death and apparent-

ly no decision has posed liability in the circumstances 

of such a case . In the Wisc. case Palsgraf doctrine is 

employed. 

Perhaps there may be circumstances where the law ought 

to recognize the duty of care not to cause shock or mental 

distress) Likely to lead to injurious consequences • Thus 

in Herrick v. Evening Express Pub. Co., 120 Maine, 138, 

113 Atl. 16 (1921) where paper negligently published the 

wrong photograph in connection with a true news item 

3 
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reporting a death, and mother of photograph got sick held 

no recovery, since there was no wilfull wrong. But see Gr. 

Atl. and Pac. Tea Co. v. Roch, 160 Md.189,153 Atl. 22 (1931) 

where D negligently pennitted a dead rat to be wrapped up 

in a package of groceries and delivered to the P and recovery 

was allowed. 

Restatement of torts Sec. ii 313: "If the actor unintention-

ally causes emotional distress to another, he is liable to the 

other for illness or bodily harm of which the distress is a legal 

cause if the actor (a) should have realized that his conduct 

involved an unreasonable risk of causing the distress, otherwise 

than by knowledge of the harm or peril of a third person, and {b) 

from facts known to him should have realized that the distress, 

if it were caused, might result in illness or bodily harm". 

Also there was recovery for bringing home the bruised body of 

child to mother. Price v. Yellow Pine Paper Mill Co., 240 SW 

588 (Tex Civ App 1922). 

Thus also some courts permit recovery where there has been 

a wilfull as distinguished from a negligent beating up of one 

in the presence of another (P1043 cases cited) This~ even 

been extended beyond an attack upon your relative {Pl044J in 

one case) 

1 ~ /IJ 
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Here is a case where the D deli~erately told P that her 

husband was smashed up BH in an accident. (Pl045 Agression 

being directed specifically against the P.) Another such 

case on P 1047 involving a false report of a suicide. 2 

cases of neighborhood gossip that P had been guilty of 

adultery which eventually came back to her and ~de her sick. 

Leaving now the cases where damages are sought for bodily 

illnessor injury resulting wit¥out physical impact, we take 

up the question of what is the legal protection to be given 

to the interest B in the peace and comfort of one's thoughts 

and emotions. See Wigmore, a sunnnary of the principles of 

torts in select cases of the law of torts (1912). The 

familiar formula is that such action is parasitic upon a 

cause of action for the violation of some other legally 

recognized right. Thus Restatement section 47 (B). But 

when Restatement denies that the interest and peace of 

mine warrants independent recognition we quarrel with that. 

The fact is that the so called general rule does not square 

up with the cited cases and some of those are here discussed. 

Such as the one where recovery is allowed against a hotel 

keeper who tells the guests to leave and is said that 
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recovery was parasitic to the alleged trespass of the hotel 

keeper. But was it a trespass? See discussion from pages 1051 

through 1054 showing these so called exceptions as not squaring 

with the rule. 

And in many instances the publication of the defamatory 

statement wholly fails to damage the P's reputation becuase 

the persons to whom it is published SE&Xf scornfully reject 

it as a falsehood and maintain the P in high esteem and yet 

there is recovery. P 1055 and See note 9 Supra on P 1035. 

Thus the recovery is for the outrage rather tha~ a actual 

injury. A case in point is Burton -vs- Crowell Publ. Co., 

(CCA 2d,1936,R 49 Har. L.Rev.840. 
!i I~ ,(We would expect, then, the gradual emergence of a broad 

principle somewhat to this effect: that one who, without just 

cause or excuse, and beyond all the bounds of decency, purposely 

causes a disturbance of another's mental and emotional tran-

quility of so acute a nature that harmful physical consequences 

might be not im unlikely to result, is subject to liability in 

damages for such mental and emoitonal disturbance 

demonstrable physical consequences actually ensue. Such a 
~ "'-'"" 
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formula would not decide concrete cases; but it is as practicable 

to apply as the standard of reasonable care in ordinary negli-

gence cases, and it would permit the courts to exercise j a 

judgment upon the merits of the particular case, unembarrassed 

by the notion that the interest involved is beyond the pale of 

legal protection. Nor would it need to follow that protection 

would be afforded only in instances falling within the formula; 

for example, in special situations like that of the passenger 

on the corrnnon carrier, or the hotel guest, recovery might be 

had for a disturbance much less severe. In a further stage 

of development, cases might arise where liability would be 

imposed, though the D did not act for the purpose of causing 

the mental disturbance, but realized, or perhaps should have 

realized that such a consequence would almost surely follow. 

The suggested formula is merely a conservative starting point 

consistent with the historical evolution of the law of torts. 

See Pickle v. Page, 252 NY 474, 478, 169 NE 650;651-652 

(1930) where the court frankly recognizes that the action 

for seduction is not really predicated upon the fictional 

lass of service k but rather upon wounded parents' feelings 
~ 

because of the dishonor of the daughter. 
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A criticism of Dean Green's article in 27 Ill L.Rev. 237 

is set forthax at this point with citations. 

A paragraph here on the mishandling of corpses and cases 
111f' 

cited. P. 1064 and 1065 and 1066. )'What is the nature of the 

interest invaded in this last group of cases? In Koerber 

v. Patek, t~e Wisconsin court said that 'the great injury 

done Eas consists in the outrage upon the sensibilities,' but 

at a later point suggested that the wrong might be regarded as 

an invasion of a 'relative' interest, the interest of the 

survivors in relation to the person deceased. In actions for 

alienation of affections, criminal conversation, and possibly 

seduction, the Ds conduct in a real sense has impaired a relatio/ 

a relation which the law has good reason to preserve quite 

apart from mental suffering which may have been caused. But 

it is a bit far-fetched to say that the unauthorized digging 

up and reinterment of a EBlQIBR corpse years after its original 

burial is a~ impairment of the relational interest existing 

between the survivor and the person of the deceased. It is only 

because this kind of conduct almost universally outrages the sen-

sibilities and tenderest emotions that the law of torts has 

evolved an applicable civil remedy. In most of these cases it is 

to be noted that recovery has been allowed, though obviously the 

( 
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the D did not act for the purpose of inflicting mental distress. 

In view of the deep human feelings involved, the courts have 

deemed it enough that the defendant intentionalty dealt with the 

body in such a way that, as he should have realized, inevitable 

injury to the fe~lings of the relatives would result if his 

action were disc.vered. But for mere negligence, recovery will 

probably be denied." Here is Bradt v. The New Nonpareil Co., 

108 Ia 449, 79 NW 122 (1899) striking mother's complaint for 

humiliation and anguish resulting from the publication by the 

D of a libel concerning her k2 dead son. The court said that 

if such recovery were allowed she could also recover for a 

libel on a living child for which there would be no precedent 

but, says Magruder, this would not necessarily follow."Cer-

tainly, if the libel on the son was of a flagrant sort, 

published for the purpose of causing distress to the motyhr, 

shex&Hick ought to have an action" Her anguish is intensified 

because her son is not around to def end himself and in the 

libel of a memory rather than of a child himself. Here is 

a line of cases on page 1067 on negligent delivery of 

messages telling of death of relatives. 
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A separate article appearing in this same volume of H.L.Rev., 

on P 849,. Qualified privilege of libeling p to defend 

deceased relative from p's slander. No such privilege allowed 

in the Israel v. Portland News case. The common law rule 

denies an affirmative cause of action for defamation of 

the dead k and I take back what I said before about that 

Israel case the defendant was the one who published the 

statement. The defense of the dead memory and the instruc

tions said its ok for them to do that. So in the Israel 

case the court in effect recognizeds that the living have 

a legal interest in the posthumous reputation of near 

relatives, such as is protected in France by some trick 

phrase and here is a French bulletin cited. 

//)~ 



A Sunnnary of 32 Minnesota Law Review 734 (1948) "PEACE OF MIND 
in 48 Pieces v. Uniform Right of Privacy by Frederick J.Ludwig!" 

When W and B urged judicial recognition of a right 

or privacy, social changes had already occurred creating 

such need. These demonstrated that making public private 

affairs of another caused no less emotional disturbance 

because of the veracity of the disclosure. 

Since the time of that article typical invasions, 

through radio, etc. involve most of the 48 states and' 

the purpose of this survey is to examine the problem in 

the light of legislative and judicial experience with the 

new tort and to consider a proposed uniform statute. 

Origin of the Right. It was first recognized in 

1881 in a Mich. case. But here are a series of earlier 

cases beginning with one in 1831 which did not recognize. 

The analogy in the W and B article was that if connnon law 

protected writings why not also so protect sheer privacy. 

The lower courts of NY readily agreed and in the Schuyler 

case they recognized the right altho denying recovery on 

the gaHxga ground that the right did not survive a deceased 

person. Then came the Atkinson case in Mich. holding against 

t:he right and in which the widow didn't want her husband ,/ )_f 
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her late husband the colonel's name and picture used on a 

cigar label, followed by Roberson and then the Pavesich 

case. The Pavesich case said "liberty includes the right 

to live as one will ..• One may desire to live a life of 

seclusion". The NY fimes complained about the Roberson 

case and then the NY statute in 1903. Today controversy 

centers on the limitation of the right rather than on its 

existence. 

Of the mass of cases all fall within two classifi-

cations: publications and intrusions upon private ac-

tivities. 

Publications. Delimining factors as to one's 

personality have emerged, fax 4 in number; use of a name 

or likeness; substantiallity of the use; ends served by 

the publication; and medium of publication. Theee has 

been the perennial problem of balancing individual 

interest and peace of mind,etc. against the social 

concern in education and free dissemination of information. 

It was held in Vassar College that the use of a corporate 

name iHfxiHgHXKXHB infringes no right of privacy upon a 
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basis that the corporation had no feeling. There is con

tradiction whether use by an individual or rather his per

mission given to use his name as part of a trade name 

surrenders his right of privacy with respect to other 

business uses. Cases cited. Unwarranted use of less than 

a full name has resulted in conflicts of opinion. So also 

re stage names, maiden names and nick names. Use of what 

turned out to be an actual name when a fictional name was 

intended may create liability depending upon the circumstances, 

case cited. A representation of an individual need not 

amount to an accurate likeness or even as little as a partial 

likeness. One example being an x-ray of an abdomen. 

Examples of substantiality of these. Cases. 

End served by use. Contrary to the expectations of 

W and B public interest in the news has provided a virtually 

impregnable defense to the Right. The HRabl unauthorized 

use of a name or likeness in a work of fiction is unprivileged, 

the Krieger case 3NYS 2d 480. There is the Sidis case and the 

Melvin v. Reed • Mpu v. Rio Grande. Thus as public interest 

being an end served the question is whether the public 

interest outweighs the damage to the plaintiff. Also in

volved is the element of time as was in the Sidis case. 

/3/ 
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There is conflict surrounding public interest in informa-

tion regarding motion pictures p sports figures. Public 

interest and education does not seem to raise such con
and 

flict iH/the holdings are allowing recovery. 

Where the end served is an advertising or trade 

purpose courts have h~ld that the fact that newspapers 

and magazines published for profit does not make the 

publication of the article one for a trade purpose. cl 
author ~· , 

the Sidis case and the/axkexxcomments that making a 

commercial purpose sole criterian for the existence of 

invasion unduly restricts the scope of the tort. 

And so there are examples of the medium of pub= 

lication determining liability. Generally newspapers 

have an almost absolute innnunity and this isex:tended 

even to mistruths. 

As to intrusions upon private affairs there is 

less of a problem and this is broken up in the article 

into eavesdropping, impersonations, publicing bad debts, 

crime detection, intrusions upon private quarters. 

--
//. 
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Here is a treatment of the problem of consent, 

determinative of this EBJI scope of the right. 

A separate treatment of survival of the right. 

Where the invasion takes place during the lifetdme may 

an action be brought by others in his name after his 

death or where the action is commenced by others for 

an invasion during lifetime what happens and the answer 

on both scores is that where there are no survival 

statutes the answer must be in the negative. A few states 

do have survival sxaxxH statutes. Thus NY has its so-called 

decedent estate law section 119 which says that "no cause 

of action for injury to person or property shall be lost 

because of the death of the person in whose favor the 

cause of action existed." Recent judicial and legislative 

action indicate that early cases holding private actions 

to abate have repudiated. As to whether a cause of action 

exists in a deceased person's memory, this was first 

answered in negative. Thus in the Schuyler case it was 

said "it is a right of the living and not of the deati". 

But later cases have abandoned this position. Thus there 

is the hospital permitting newspaper photography of the 

deformed infants corpse, Bazemore v. Savannah Hosp.,171 
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Geo. 57, 155 S·E.194(1930). Also that siamese twins case, 

Douglas v. Stokes in Ky. In NY the statute confines the 

right to a living person. But those in Vir. and Utah confer 

it on survivers. "(757)It is sufficient to note that the 

right is not extended beyond the grave when recovery is had 

'y surviving relatives and representatives. It is their 

feelings of humiliation, not those of the deceased, which 

are given protection. " And the writer reconnnends that the 

2 questions which JT has mentioned and a 3rd question raised 

by the Bradley case should all be answered in the affirmative 

by a uniform statute on privacy. 

Aparagraph is devoted to disguised recognition of the 

Right. 

Next a statement of the conflict of law problems which 

gives the five fold category (p 759 through 762) as follows: 

Substantive law of to~ place of last event (restatements 

choice); point of origination; state of principal circulation; 

domicile of plaintiff. 

(returning to the survival problem for a moment, in 

Reed v. Real Detective Publishing Co.Inc.162 P2d 133 (Ariz.1945) 

a motion xxs to substitute administratrix on death of the 

defendant during action for unauthorized publication of 

/Jy 
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photograph was upheld and there is a note in 41 Ill L.Rev. 114) 

Another paragraph on inadequacy of existing statutes 

and finally an appendix with a proposed uniform act. 

/J.J-
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BRADLEY: 

See 77 C.J.S. Sections 23, etc. for a discussion of 

Right of Privacy pertaining to instant case. 
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GEOC.ARI S - MEMORANDUM AS TO LA'f 

'~'i ttenberg, the laF of literary nroperty, Anril 8, 1957, says that: 

in its chanter on "Protection of icteastt tlli'lt an idea may never be owned as such 
~ ;t...::£. ~ ~ 

?.nd which com"'larable to ~nimals in 1rhich rights are denend~-unon ')Ossessi ,..,n 'if--

are lost as if by escane of a wild animal. Abstract idea" carmot ht made a subject 

of nronerty right. So while a borik of med.icine, etc C'1n be claimed as P-. natent. 

a copyright, etc, the idea behind such cannot. For it is only the medthod of 

exnressing and not the u"'e of the i:e:M. idea wrich is conyrightal-ile. Within the 

· W unon . 
la"t 30 years or so there had been an engraftment 7'' U~©-Ja. this old concept which 

old conce;:it was8 xnressed for inshnce in the x:;:s;~ Abe's Irish Rose case. And tLis 

engraftment is that when the idea consisted in a clam or -oro.iect capable of commercial 

use there ought to be a protection, and there . is under certa1n ci rcum.~tnnces.(rJThe 
( 

first ste-p toward such -protecti0n is the requirement of proof that the idea is 

original. Thus, when some gent wanted to collect from GM for the two jump seats 

in back 

novelty 

of the front seats he 

and originality (;{he 

was turned down in the absence of the shm"ing of the 

next steu is that the idea must be reduced to what is 

called a concrete form, citing Reynolds Tobacco case and the story about proving that 

they burned much slower by actual tests. Same story when some guy comreyed the idea 

o-r building a moti0n nicture around the colorful story of the old Palace Theatre in 

Ue"1 York. Same story as to Wrigley Co. when some guy by the name of Bowen Hanted 

remote hoo~-u~G for broadcasting. On the other hand wim:x:exikRrexxazysubmittRdxax 

the Hollywood Preview show where was submitted a fully developed and recorded -program 

was 
(31 

held to oe a concrete idea subject to protecti~n.A. The third iocK~xixx:ti.la:tx 

requirement \lm.s tha.t the idea be submitted under circumst:-:mr.es ,,rhich imply an 

obligation, and t'··is ext~nd£ to thP case where altho the man trie's to make a deal 

and the customer goes ahead and does so in the face of such attemnt arni i1' an attemut 

flaunt any ownership on his part (n. 180) to 



Geocaris 

2. 

It is en'"lugh that the nlan is submitted with the e:rnressed 0bject of 

selling the same. '4fe ln.w of radio broaclcastin b:v S~ow contained nothine; in 

iTolume I but seemingly would have material in its other volumes. 

PISKS AND RIGBTS HT 'PTJT<LISHI:JG RtDIO, TH1LEVISI0~J, MOTIOU 'P!~":S AND 

ADVi;;RTISING AND ':lH~ TH?iAT..,-W, BY SA:·'UF-I SPP..DG, COPTfR.!~1~ pr 1952 and on page 257 

it says th:· t you can make ---- from an unoriginal idea providing you do into 

an exnress contract. In the absence of such contract it is protectAd only as 

already stated above and under those circumstances. This book cont~ins the citations 

and is very good as a starter. 

f"" William C. Lissiter, Law and Press, Legal asnects of news renorting 

etc in North Cn.rolin~looks very good as sort of a codification of the score and 

on my other problem including the discussion of th"' rights of nriv.'1cy. 
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STEDMAN -vs- SPIROS (App.Crt.,2d Dist.,Solfisburg, 10-19-59)161NE2d590 

I The defendant supported his motion with various affidavits 

his motion to dismiss being based both on Sec. 45 and Sec. 48 of 

the Civil Practice Act. {Ill.Rev.Stats., Ch. 110, SS 45, 48). The 

affidavits in support of the motion set forther the lease agreement, 

photographs of the Lodge site, lengthy verified statements by the 

defendant and an employee as to the physical facts concerning the Lodge 

building and surrounding terrain, as well as evidentiary matters 

concerning the occurrence which befell the P on 9-11-52. While 

the trial judge considered that the D HR properly asserted his 

defense by means of a motion to dismiss under Section 48 of the 

Practice Act, a careful study of the record convinces this Court 

that Sec. 48 could not properly be availed of in this case. The 

defense which the defendant sought to raise does not come within 

any of the nine enumerated grounds referred to in Subsec. (1) of 

Sec. 48. D's asserted defense is not affirmative matter which would 

bring it within the scope of SH.p Subpar. ~i (i) of Subsec (1) of 

Section 48, inasmuch as D's affidavits consisted largely of evidence 

upon which defendant proposed to contest facts stated in the 

Complaint. See John v. Tribune Co.,19 Ill.App.2d 547, 553, 154 

N.E.2d 862. That conclusion does not dispose of this appeal, and 

it follows that disposition of the D;s motion must be made upon 

the allegations of plaintiff's Amended Complaint as amended. 

Hansen v. Raleigh, 391 111.536, 550, 63 N.E. 2d 851, 163 A.L.R. 

1425. 
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MARBURY -vs- MADISON (1803, Marshall) 2L.ed60,69;1 Cranch 
(US) 137, 163 

The court had already granted a rule why secretary of 

state should not be mandamised to give plaintiff his 

commission as a JP of the D of C. It furst decides that 

his commission was a vested legal right. 

"The very essence of civil liberty certainly consists 

in the right of every individual to claim the protection 

of the laws, whenever he receives an injury. One of the 

first duties of government is to afford that protection. 

In Great Britain the king himself is sued in the respect-

ful form of a petition, and he never fails to comply with 

the judgment of his court. 

In the 3d vol1UA of his eommentaries, p23, Blackstone 

states 2 cases in which a remedy is afforded by mere 

operation of the law. 

'" 'In all other cases' he says, 'it is a general and 

indmspensible rule, that where there is a legal right, 

there is also a legal remedy by suit, or action at law, 

whenever that right is invaded. ' 



-2-

"And afterwards, pl09, of the same vol. he says, 

'I am next to consider such injuries are cognizable by the 

courts of the common law. And herein I shall for the present 

only remark, that all possible injuries whatsoever, that did 

not fall within the exclusive cognizance of either the 

ecclesiastical, military or maritime tribunals, are, for 

that very reason, within the cognizance of the common law 

courts of justice; for it is a settled and invariable 

principle in the laws of England that every right, when 

withheld, must have a remedy, and every injury its proper 

redress. ' 

"The government of the United States has been 

imfatically termed a government of laws, and not of men. 

It will certainly cease to deserve this high appieii 

appellation, if the laws furnish no remedy for the violation 

of a vested legal right. 11 



RUSSELL -vs- CLARK'S EXECUTORS (Marshall, 1812) 3Ledii~271, 
280; 7 Cranch (U.S.) 69, 92. 

This was a suit arising out of an allegedly fraudulent 



-3-

letter of credit. 

"The question, how far merchants are responsible for 

the character they give each other, is one of much delicacy, 

and of great importance to the commercial world. 

"That a fraudulent recommendation (and a recommendation, 

known at the time to be untrue, would be deemed fraudulen~) 

would subject the person giving it to damages sustained by 

the person trusting to it, seems now to be generally admitted. 

The case of Pasley -vs- Freeman, Reported in 3 Durnford and 

East, recognizes and establishes this principle. Indeed, 

if an act, in itself immoral, in its consequences injurious 

to another, performed for the purpose of effecting that 

injury, be not cognizable and punishable by our laws, our 

system of jurisprudence is more defective than has hitherto 

been supposed.'' 

/6/ 
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LAW OFFICES OF 

JOSEPH M. TOBIAS 
SUITE 1517, 134 S. LA SALLE STREET 

CHICAGO 3 

TELEPHONE DEARBORN 2-1240 
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